
Joining Gamma's
Partner Programme
How you can add Gamma's industry-leading
solutions to your portfolio



You're in safe hands

Expanding your 
service portfolio 
to include 
telecoms is a step 
into the unknown.
But with Gamma 
as your trusted 
partner, we will 
guide you through 
the uncertainty.



Introduction

If you want to add new products and 
services to sell to your customers 
generating new revenue streams to your 
business, or if you simply want a trusted 
partner to support your end customers then 
Gamma has a model for you.    

Our proposition is simple, we work with 
our channel partners to identify, qualify, 
propose, deliver and support our market 
leading products so that our joint customers 
receive the very best service possible.  

Expanding your service portfolio

As a partner you have the opportunity 
to totally outsource the sales function 
to the experienced Gamma team from 
lead generation, right through to a best 
practice sales management methodology, 
alternatively we are on hand to support your 
sales team every step of the way. However 
much or little you want to be involved, we 
have a model that suits you.
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• Our experience. Gamma is the UK’s largest 
provider of SIP trunking – we already 
handle 60% of the UK’s IP voice traffic.

• A choice of voice, data and mobile 
technologies that can be configured to 
their specific operational needs, providing 
true unified communications.

• Fully scalable technologies for every 
customer, from a handful of seats to a 
major enterprise-class organisation.

Expanding your service portfolio 

• Game-changing technologies like Horizon 
Collaborate, enabling remote working and 
collaboration for the mobile future.

• Integrated technologies that improve 
communications and maximise return on IT 
investments.

• Strategic support and advice to help 
formulate a comms strategy that allows 
them to overcome the challenges of the 
future.

Your customers

When you partner with Gamma, your customers benefit from:
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Introducer

Multi-level partner program

• Attractive upfront commission / finders fee
• Customer contracts directly with network 

provider
• Gamma sales team lead sale from start to 

finish
• Gamma bill and 1st line support
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Revenue Share Partner

Multi-level partner program

• Attractive upfront or ongoing commission 
plans

• Customer contracts directly with network 
provider

• Gamma sales team support sales process 
from start to finish

• Gamma bill and 1st line support
• Marketing support collateral
• Access to full Gamma product range
• Gamma Partner Hub
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Strategic Partner

Multi-level partner program

• Revenue Share Partner PLUS:
• Access to the award-winning Gamma lead 

generation team
• Agree a strategy that delivers end user 

appointments for Gamma and Non-Gamma 
opportunities from your customer base

• Bespoke Marketing campaigns
• Experienced Gamma sales team develop and 

close the sale
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Our mission is to 
provide straightforward 
cloud communication 
and collaboration 
services to the 
business market, 
underpinned by a 
robust, secure network.
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How to get started
We’re here to help you, so becoming 
a Gamma partner is simple and 
straightforward.
Just get in touch and we’ll walk you 
through the process.
Take the next step today.

dealer@gamma.co.uk


